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in large-scale iron-works.    The iron, copper-mining, brewing
and soap industries were all highly capitalised.
(Production in many industries was already practised on Large-scale
a large scale; the division of labour and the specialisation of S^ady10*
trades and individual processes were well advanced. Many exists-
processes had become mechanical long before the intro-
duction of machinery, and though much industrial work
was carried on in the home of the workers, factories, without
machinery, were not unknown.} Many workers, though
retaining the appearance of independence, were virtually
wage-earners only: they worked on material supplied by
merchant capitalists, and were paid according to output;
sometimes even their tools ceased to be their own. (JThe
guild system was losing its importance, and grievances of
the employee were frequent before the establishment of the
factory. Complaints of long hours, of low wages, of the
sharp practices of the employer, of the cleavage between the
master and his men, were well known at the beginning of the
eighteenth century. Trade unions existed and were adopting
methods which became common a century later.)
Industrial changes in the eighteenth century did not take industrial
place at a uniform rate in all industries, nor were they by complete00
any means complete by  1815^  Machinery  was adopted   y I8l:>"
slowly, factories did not rapidly become general, and the
concentration of population in industrial districts and in
industrial towns had begun before the use of machinery
and was less intense in 1815 than might be imagined.    The
problems of the towns were then already serious, but the
urgency of these problems was not yet apparent,
I^At the beginning of the eighteenth century the coal in- the COAL
dustry was already important.    Coal was used for domestic
purposes, in brewing and distilling, in making bricks and
tiles, in the manufacture of glass, nails, hardware and cutlery,
and in the smelting and casting of brass.J Tie chief coal-
field was near Newcastle, which was the chief port for the
coal industry.    In 1729, sixty or seventy thousand tons were
annually exported to Ireland, but this represented probably
1 Jack of Newbury  employed  400  weavers in  the sixteenth
century.

